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SQUARE-FREE RINGS WITH LOCAL UNITS
MARTIN MONTGOMERY
Abstract. Recently, the author characterized all artinian square-free rings
with identity. Here, those results are extended to the setting of rings with
local units and a square-free ring (not necessarily with identity) is charac-
terized by a square-free semigroup S, a division ring D, and a 2-cocycle
(α, ξ) from the non-abelian cohomology of S with coefficients in D. We
use this characterization of square-free rings to determine, in cohomolog-
ical terms, exactly when a square-free ring has an associated square-free
algebra structure. Finally, using our characterization of a square-free ring
R, it follows there is a short exact sequence
1 −→ H1(α,ξ)(S,D) −→ Out R −→W −→ 1
where W is the stabilizer of the action of (α, ξ) on AutS, and when (α, ξ)
is trivial W = Aut(S) and the sequence splits.
Introduction
The study of outer automorphisms of certain algebraic structures, beginning
with [8], eventually led to the characterization of the outer automorphism
group of finite dimensional square-free algebras by Anderson and D’Ambrosia
[1]. A finite dimensional algebra A over a field K is square-free if
dimK(eiAej) ≤ 1
for every pair ei, ej ∈ A of primitive idempotents. In [2] Anderson and
D’Ambrosia extended the characterization of the outer automorphism group to
arbitrary square-free algebras. Such an algebra A is a ring with local units, that
is, although A need not contain an identity element, for every pair x, y ∈ A
there exists an idempotent u ∈ A such that x, y ∈ uAu.
Square-free rings were defined by D’Ambrosia [5] as a generalization of
square-free algebras. An artinian ring R is square-free if each indecomposable
projective R-module has no repeated composition factors. In [5], the basic
properties of square-free rings were developed and examples were provided of
square-free rings that are not D-algebras, i.e., rings of the form D⊗KA, where
D is a division ring with center K and A is a square-free K-algebra. Therefore,
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the characterization of a square-free ring does not follow automatically from
a similar characterization for a square-free algebra.
The purpose of this note is to unify the results of [1], [2], and [7] as a
general theory for square-free rings. As was shown in previous special cases,
for a square-free ring R (not necessarily with identity) there is a canonical
square-free semigroup S, a division ring D, and a cocycle (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D)
such that R may be characterized as the D-vector space with basis the nonzero
elements of S and with multiplication “twisted” by the element (α, ξ). From
this characterization, we can determine the necessary and sufficient conditions
under which a square-free ring R with associated cocycle (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D) is
a D-algebra.
Finally, adopting the notion of inner automorphism from [2], we use our
characterization of square-free rings to generalize the main result of [7]. Thus,
given a square-free ring R = Dαξ S, we prove there is a short exact sequence
1 −→ H1(α,ξ)(S,D) −→ Out R −→W −→ 1
where W is the stabilizer of the action of (α, ξ) on Aut(S), and when (α, ξ) is
trivial W = Aut(S) and the sequence splits.
1. Semigroup Cohomology
Let S be a (not necessarily finite) semigroup with zero θ and set E of nonzero
pairwise orthogonal idempotents such that
S =
⋃
ei,ej∈E
ei · S · ej .
We say S is square-free if
|ei · S · ej \ θ| ≤ 1
for each ei, ej ∈ S, and we let S
∗ = S \{θ}. We write sii = ei ∈ E and sij ∈ S
∗
whenever sij = ei · sij · ej . Since S is square-free this notation is unambiguous.
In [1], a cohomology with coefficient set the units of a field was used with
square-free semigroups. Let S<0> = E and for all n ≥ 1 define S<n> by
S<n> = {(s1, s2, . . . , sn)| s1 · s2 · · · sn 6= θ}.
For K a field with nonzero elements K∗ we consider the (abelian) groups
F n(S,K) consisting of all set maps from S<n> to K∗ under the operation of
pointwise multiplication.
Define a boundary map ∂n : F n(S,K) −→ F n+1(S,K) by
(∂0φ)(sij) = φ(ej)φ(ei)
−1
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and for n ≥ 1
(∂nφ)(s1, s2, . . . sn+1)
= φ(s2, . . . , sn+1)
(
n∏
i=1
φ(s1, . . . , si · si+1, . . . , sn+1)
(−1)i
)
φ(s1, . . . , sn)
(−1)n+1 .
As usual, ∂n+1∂n = 1 and we define
Zn(S,K) = Ker ∂n, and Bn(S,K) = Im ∂n−1
as the groups of n-dimensional cocycles and coboundaries, respectively.
Of particular interest are elements ζ ∈ Z2(S,K). From the equation above,
these satisfy
ζ(sjk, skℓ)ζ(sij, sjk · skℓ) = ζ(sij, sjk)ζ(sij · sjk, skℓ) (1.1)
whenever sij · sjk · skℓ 6= θ. We now consider a non-abelian cohomology that
generalizes Equation 1.1.
Let D be a division ring with set of units D∗ = D \ {0} and let Aut(D)
be the group of ring automorphisms of D. Define S<n> for each n ≥ 0 as
before and let F n(S,D) and F n(S,Aut(D)) (respectively) denote the set of
all functions from S<n> to D and Aut(D) (respectively). Again, these sets
F n(S,D) are groups with operation multiplication of functions, but need no
longer be abelian. For η ∈ F 1(S,D) we denote by η(sij) the image of sij under
η in D∗. The sets F n(S,Aut(D)) are groups under composition of functions.
For µ ∈ F 0(S,Aut(D)), we denote by µi the automorphism of D that is the
image of ei ∈ E under µ. For α ∈ F
1(S,Aut(D)), we denote by αij the
automorphism of D that is the image of sij ∈ S
∗ under α. For sii = ei, we
abbreviate αii = αi.
There is a group action  of F 0(S,Aut(D)) on F 1(S,D) defined as follows.
For µ ∈ F 0(S,Aut(D)), η ∈ F 1(S,D∗), and sij ∈ S
∗ we have
(µη)(sij) = µi(η(sij)).
As in [7], define an operation on the set
F 0(S,Aut(D))× F 1(S,D)
with multiplication given by
(µˆ, ηˆ)(µ, η) = (µµˆ, [µηˆ]η).
A straightforward check shows F 0(S,Aut(D))× F 1(S,D) with the above op-
eration is a group, which we denote by G(S,D).
For 0 6= d ∈ D, denote by τd ∈ Aut(D) the inner automorphism
τd : x −→ dxd
−1.
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Let (α, ξ) ∈ F 1(S,Aut(D)) × F 2(S,D). If for all (sij, sjk, skℓ) ∈ S
<3> the
pair (α, ξ) satisfies the cocycle identities:
αij(ξ(sjk, skℓ)) ξ(sij, sjk · skℓ) = ξ(sij, sjk)ξ(sij · sjk, skℓ) (1.2)
and
αij ◦ αjk = τξ(sij ,sjk) ◦ αik (1.3)
then (α, ξ) is called a 2-cocycle. We denote the set of all such 2–cocycles by
Z2(S,D). Note that if αij = 1 is the identity automorphism for all sij ∈ S
∗,
then Equation 1.2 reduces to Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.3 implies that
ξ(sij, sjk) ∈ Cen(D) for all (sij, sjk) ∈ S
<2>. It is easy to show that for
K = Cen(D) with ζ ∈ Z2(S,K), (1, ζ) satisfies Equations 1.2 and 1.3. Hence,
we may identify Z2(S,K) as a subgroup of Z2(S,D).
By Theorem 1.3 of [7], there is a group action ∗ of G(S,D) on Z2(S,D)
defined by
(µ, η) ∗ (α, ξ) = (β, ζ)
where
βij = µ
−1
i ◦ τη(sij ) ◦ αij ◦ µj. (1.4)
and
ζ(sij, sjk) = µ
−1
i [η(sij)αij(η(sjk))ξ(sij, sjk)η(sij · sjk)
−1] (1.5)
for (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D), (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D) and (sij, sjk) ∈ S
<2>.
Definition 1.1. We say that two 2-cocycles (α, ξ), (β, ζ) ∈ Z2(S,D) are
cohomologous if there is a (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D) with
(µ, η) ∗ (α, ξ) = (β, ζ).
Thus, (α, ξ), (β, ζ) ∈ Z2(S,D) are cohomologous iff they lie in the same orbit
under the ∗-action of G(S,D), and in this case we abbreviate [α, ξ] = [β, ζ ].
As in [6], we call the orbits under ∗ the thin 2-cohomology and denote them
by
H2(S,D).
Note then that two 2-cocycles (α, ξ), (β, ζ) are cohomologous iff there is some
(µ, η) ∈ G(S,D) with
µi ◦ βij ◦ µ
−1
j = τη(sij ) ◦ αij (1.6)
and
µi[ζ(sij, sjk)] = η(sij)αij(η(sjk))ξ(sij, sjk)η(sij · sjk)
−1. (1.7)
Definition 1.2. We say a cocycle (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D) is normal if ξ(ei, ei) = 1
for every ei ∈ E.
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In general, since (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D) satisfies Equation 1.3, we have
αi ◦ αi = τξ(ei,ei) ◦ αi ⇒ αi = τξ(ei,ei)
for ei = ei · ei ∈ E. So if (α, ξ) is normal, we must have αi the identity
automorphism on D for all ei ∈ E. It was shown in [7] that every cohomology
class [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D) has a normal representative.
In [2], an algebra was built using a (possibly infinite) square-free semigroup
S, a field K, and ζ ∈ Z2(S,K). A similar construction is possible using a
division ring D and (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D).
Definition 1.3. Given a division ring D, (possibly infinite) square-free semi-
group S, and 2-cocycle (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D), let R be the left D-vector space
defined on S∗ = S \ {θ} with multiplication defined on the basis S∗ by
sijskℓ =
{
ξ(sij, skℓ)siℓ if sij · skℓ 6= θ
0 if sij · skℓ = θ
for all sij, sjk ∈ S, and
sijd = αij(d)sij
for all sij ∈ S and d ∈ D
∗. Then it follows from Equations 1.2 and 1.3 that
this multiplication extended linearly is associative and produces a ring, that
we denote by
Dαξ S.
When D = K is a field and (1, ζ) ∈ Z2(S,K) ⊆ Z2(S,D), we write
KξS
for the K-algebras described in [2].
For an automorphism (written as a right operator) φ ∈ Aut(S) and s ∈ S,
we write sφ = (s)φ. We can use the group Aut(S) of semigroup automorphisms
to define another action on Z2(S,D). Given φ ∈ Aut(S) and 2-cocycle (α, ξ) ∈
Z2(S,D), define a new 2-cocycle (αφ, ξφ) ∈ Z2(S,D) by
αφ(sij) = α(s
φ
ij)
for all sij ∈ S and
ξφ(sij , sjk) = ξ(s
φ
ij, s
φ
jk)
for all (sij, sjk) ∈ S
<2>. It follows [α, ξ] = [β, ζ ] if and only if [αφ, ξφ] = [βφ, ζφ]
and Aut(S) acts on H2(S,D).
An easy extension of Lemma 1.3 of [7] gives the following:
Lemma 1.4. Let S be a square-free semigroup, and let [α, ξ], [β, ζ ] ∈ H2(S,D).
If
[β, ζ ] = [αφ, ξφ]
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for some φ ∈ Aut S, then as rings, we have
Dβζ S
∼= Dαξ S.
It follows then, for each (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D∗) there exists a normal (β, ζ) ∈
Z2(S,D) with Dβζ S
∼= Dαξ S.
In light of Lemma 1.4, we may assume that a ring Dαξ S is written using a
normal representative [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D). Then as elements of the ring Dαξ S,
e2 = ξ(e, e)e · e = e and it follows that E is a complete set of primitive
idempotents of Dαξ S.
2. Characterization of Square-Free Rings With Local Units
In this section, we introduce the notion of square-free rings with local units.
We begin by showing such rings have many properties in common with square-
free artinian rings, concluding with Theorem 2.6, which shows a square-free
ring with local units can be characterized as Dαξ S, where D is a division ring, S
is a square-free semigroup, and [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D). En route, we give a summary
of Section 1 of [2], which establishes the notion of inner automorphism for
rings with local units. Finally, we conclude with a Corollary 2.7, which gives
necessary and sufficient conditions for a square-free ring to have a related
square-free algebra structure.
Let R be a ring, not necessarily with an identity element, with Jacobson
radical J = J(R). A set U of idempotents in R is a set of local units for R if
for each pair x, y ∈ R there exists u ∈ U with x, y ∈ uRu. Let E be a set of
primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents in R and denote by UE the set of
all finite sums of orthogonal sets from E. So
UE = {e1 + · · · en : e1, . . . , en ∈ E are orthogonal, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .}.
If the set UE is a set of local units for R, then we say that UE is an atomic
set of local units with set of atoms E. Not every set of local units is atomic
and for a ring with an atomic set of local units there need not be a unique set
of atoms. For a ring R with atomic set E, the set {uRu| u ∈ UE} is a directed
set of unital subrings of R, directed by containment, with
R =
⋃
u∈UE
uRu.
If R has atoms E, then for each ei ∈ E the left and right modules Rei and
eiR are indecomposable, projective, with
RR =
⊕
ei∈E
Rei and RR =
⊕
ei∈E
eiR.
We say R is locally artinian if the unital ring uRu is artinian for each u ∈ UE .
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Suppose M is a left finitely generated indecomposable R-module, where R
is a basic artinian ring with identity 1 = e1 + e2 + . . . en. For each ei, let
ci(M) denote the number of composition factors isomorphic to Rei/Jei. We
say M is square-free if ci(M) ≤ 1 for each ei ∈ E. By lemma 1.2 of [5] an
indecomposable left module M is square-free if an only if for each x ∈M with
eix 6= 0 we have
Reix = ReiM.
Definition 2.1. Let R be a locally artinian ring with set of atoms E. Let
M be a finitely generated indecomposable left (right) R-module. We say M
is left (right) square-free if for every ei ∈ E, Reix = ReiM (xeiR = MeiR)
whenever x ∈M with eix 6= 0 (xei 6= 0).
As in the unital case, we’ll say M is square-free if all indecomposable sum-
mands are square-free. The ring R is left (right) square-free if RR (RR) is
square-free. We say R is square-free if it is both left and right square-free. It
is easy to show that the algebras of [2] satisfy the definition above, so square-
free algebras are square-free rings. At the end of this section, we investigate
the conditions under which a square-free ring has a related algebra structure.
If R is a locally artinian ring with atomic set E, for each u ∈ UE, uRu is a
unital ring and left uRu-modules are of the form uM , for some left R-module
M . IfM is square-free then uM is square-free. It follows then for a square-free
ring R the unital rings uRu are square-free for all u ∈ UE.
We now have easy extensions of some results from [5]:
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a locally artinian square-free ring with atomic set E
and ei, ej ∈ E.
(a) If eirej 6= 0 for some r ∈ R, then Reirej = ReiRej
(b) For each pair ei, ej ∈ E, eiRei is a division ring with
dimeiRei(eiRej) ≤ 1.
(c) For each eixej ∈ eiRej, there is a ring isomorphism
αij : ejRej −→ eiRei
given by
αij(ejrej) · eixej = eixej · ejrej.
(d) The set S(R) = {eiRej : ei, ej ∈ E} ∪ {0} is a square-free semigroup
with set of idempotents E(R) = {eiRei : ei ∈ E} and multiplication
(eiRej) · (ekReℓ) = eiRejekReℓ.
Proof. The result (a) follows easily from the definition of square-free. Sup-
pose Rei/Jei ∼= Rej/Jej . Choose u ∈ UE such that ei, ej ∈ uRu. Then
uRei/uJei ∼= uRej/uJej are simple uRu-modules. Since R is square-free,
the unital ring uRu is square-free with square-free summand uRej. Then
uRej/uJej is the only composition factor of the square-free module uRej that
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is isomorphic to uRei/uJei, hence eiJej = 0. Now (b), (c), and (d) follow
by arguments similar to the unital cases (see Theorem 1.4, Corollary 1.5, and
Proposition 1.6 of [5]). 
For a square-free ring R the division ring D of Theorem 2.2 parts (b) and
(c) is called the division ring of R. The semigroup from Theorem 2.2 part (d)
is called the regular semigroup of R. We call an injective map χ : S(R) → R
with χ(0) = 0, and with χ(eiRej) = sij ∈ eiRej where
sij =


ei if i = j
sij ∈ eiRej \ {0} if eiRej 6= 0
0 if eiRej = 0
a choice map for S(R). Given such a choice, χ, we denote the image Im χ,
Sχ = {sij = χ(eiRej)| eiRej ∈ S(R)} ∪ {0},
and define a multiplication on Sχ by
sij · skℓ =
{
siℓ if eiRejekReℓ 6= 0
0 otherwise.
Since R is square-free, this multiplication is well-defined and Sχ is a semi-
group with zero. Since sii = ei is idempotent the set E is the set of nonzero
idempotents of Sχ and Sχ is a square-free semigroup. Since each choice map
χ : S(R)→ R is injective, it follows for every choice map χ, Sχ ∼= S(R).
For a square-free semigroup S with idempotent set E, we can define a re-
lation ∼ on E by ei ∼ ej if and only if ei ∈ eiSejSei. By Lemma 1.1 of [1],
this is an equivalence relation. If E is a complete set of representatives of the
∼-equivalence classes, then
S =
⋃
ei,ej∈E
eiSej
is a square-free semigroup with idempotent set E. The semigroup S is called
the reduced semigroup of S and is independent (up to isomorphism) of the
choice of representatives of E.
Let ei ∈ E. The set
S[ei] =
⋃
ej∼sk∼si
ejSek
is a square-free subsemigroup of S on which ∼ is the universal relation. We
will call the subsemigroup S[ei] the ∼-block of S. If the ∼-equivalence relation
of ei has finite cardinality n, then it follows the block S[ei] is isomorphic to
the semigroup
{eij ∈Mn(Z) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} ∪ {0}
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of matrix units in the ring Mn(Z) of n× n matrices of integers together with
the zero matrix. We now have a result that shows that 2-cocyles restricted to
the ∼-blocks are essentially trivial.
Lemma 2.3. If S is a square-free semigroup and (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D), then there
is (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D) such that for every ∼-block S[ei] of S, the restriction of
(µ, η) ∗ (α, ξ) to S[ei] is 1.
Proof. Let ei ∈ E and consider sjk ∈ S[ei]. By definition of the the ∼-block
S[ei], there exists a unique sij = ei · sij · ej ∈ eiS[ei] such that sij · sjk 6= θ. For
every ej ∈ S[ei], define µ : E → Aut(D) by µj = α
−1
ij .
If sjk ∈ S[ei] is the only element of S[ei], set η(sij) = 1. Otherwise, for
sjk ∈ S[ei] there exists sij ∈ eiS[ei] such that sik = sij · sjk 6= θ. Define
η : S → D by η(sjk) = α
−1
ij [ξ(sij, sjk)
−1]. Then (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D).
Now a tedious but straightforward calculation using Equations 1.2 and 1.3
shows that (β, ζ) = (µ, η) ∗ (α, ξ) restricts to 1 on each ∼-block S[ei].

For a square-free semigroup S with reduced semigroup S, Lemma 2.3 shows
thatH2(S,D) = H2(S,D). Therefore, in addition to choosing [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D)
to be normal, we may also assume that [α, ξ] is trivial on all ∼-blocks of S.
We now have the following extension of Theorem 2.1 of [7] and Theorem 2.2
of [2].
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a locally artinian ring with atomic set E. Then R
is a square-free ring if and only if there is a square-free semigroup S, division
ring D, and a 2-cocycle (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D), trivial on all ∼-blocks of S, such
that R ∼= Dαξ S.
Proof. Let R be a square-free ring with atomic set E and let S = Sχ for some
choice map χ : eiRej → sij , so that S is a square-free semigroup with nonzero
idempotent set E. By Theorem 2.2 (b) and (c), for each ei ∈ E there is
an isomorphism φi : D → eiRei where D is the division ring of R. We will
abbreviate
φi(d) = di
for each ei ∈ E and d ∈ D. It follows from Theorem 2.2 (a) there is a map
ξ ∈ F 2(S,D) such that for all ei, ej, ek, eℓ ∈ E
sijskℓ 6= 0⇒ sijskℓ = ξ(sij, sjk)isiℓ.
Note since sii = ei for each ei ∈ E, we have for all ei, ej ∈ E
sij 6= 0⇒ ξ(ei, sij) = ξ(sij, ej) = 1.
Next, by Theorem 2.2 (c), there exists α ∈ F 1(S,Aut(D)) so that for each
d ∈ D and sij ∈ S
∗ we have
(αij(d))isij = sijdj.
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Since sjjdj = ejdj = djej = djsjj, we have αj = 1 for all j.
Because multiplication in R is associative, for sijsjkskℓ 6= 0 we have
(sijsjk)skℓ = sij(sjkskℓ)⇒ ξ(sij, sjk)iξ(sik, skℓ)i = (αij(ξ(sjk, skℓ))iξ(sij, sjℓ)i
by equating coefficients of siℓ.
Also, for d ∈ D and sijsjk 6= 0 we have
(sijsjk)dk = sij(sjkdk)⇒ ξ(sij, sjk)isikdk = sij(αjk(d))jsjk
⇒ξ(sij, sjk)i(αik(d))isik = (αij(αjk(d)))iξ(sij, sjk)isik
⇒αij ◦ αjk = τξ(sij ,sjk) ◦ αik
Thus we see that (α, ξ) is a normal 2-cocycle. The map γ : Dαξ S → R via
dsij → disij is a clearly a monic ring homomorphism. But since
R =
⋃
u∈UE
uRu⇒ R =
⋃
ei,ej∈E
eiRej ,
γ is surjective, and R ∼= Dαξ S.
Conversely, consider R = Dαξ S for some square-free semigroup S with idem-
potent set E, division ring D, and (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D). By Lemma 1.4 and
Lemma 2.3, we may assume (α, ξ) is a normal 2-cocycle whose restriction on
each ∼-block of S is trivial.
Note
e2i = eiei = ξ(ei, ei)ei · ei = ei
since ξ(ei, ei) = 1 for all ei ∈ E. It follows that eiRej = D
α
ξ eiSej for all
ei, ej ∈ E.
Furthermore eiRei = Dei ⇒ eiReiei = Dei and for every ei, we may identify
the elements of eiRei with elements of D. Hence each eiRei is a division ring.
Since S is square-free, for all ei, ej ∈ E, eiS
∗ej has at most cardinality one,
so
dimeiRei(eiRej) ≤ 1.
Let 0 6= eixej ∈ eiRej. Now Rei = ReiRei by Theorem 2.2 (a) and since
dimeiRei(eiRej) = 1,
Reixej = R · eiRei · eixej = R · eiRej = ReiRej .
So for any ej ∈ E, the indecomposable projective module Rej is square-free.
Hence R is left square-free. A similar result holds for each eiR. Therefore, R
is square-free. 
In order to establish the main theorem of this note, we must consider au-
tomorphisms for square-free rings (which will be written as right operators.)
Let X ⊆ R and let a ∈ R. As in [2] we set
Xℓ(a) = {x ∈ X : xa 6= 0}, Xr(a) = {x ∈ X : ax 6= 0},
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and
X(a) = Xℓ(a) ∪Xr(a).
We say X is left (right) summable in case Xℓ(ei) (Xr(ei)) is finite for every
ei ∈ E. We say X is summable in case it is both left and right summable.
Let X ⊆ R be left summable. Since Xℓ(a) is finite, for each a ∈ R there
exists an R-homomorphism
λX : RR → RR via (a)λX =
(∑
X
)
a =
∑
x∈X
xa.
If X is right summable, there exists an R-homomorphism
ρX : RR→ RR via (a)ρX = a
(∑
X
)
=
∑
x∈X
ax.
Denote the set of all summable sets of R by SumR. If X, Y ∈ SumR, define
the product of X and Y by
XY = {xy : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }.
By Lemma 1.4 of [2], if X, Y ∈ SumR, then XY ∈ SumR and it follows that
SumR is a semigroup. Define a relation ≡ on SumR by
X ≡ Y ⇔ λX = λY .
By Lemma 1.5 of [2], the relation ≡ is a multiplicative congruence on SumR
and SumR/ ≡ is a monoid with multiplicative identity E.
Denote the group of units of the monoid SumR/ ≡ by U(R). An element
X ∈ SumR will be said to be a unit or to be invertible if its class X≡ is in
U(R). Thus, X ∈ SumR is invertible iff there is some Y ∈ SumR with
XY ≡ Y X ≡ E.
If such a Y exists, we write Y = X−1 and call Y the inverse of X . For X
invertible with inverse Y = X−1 define the map τX : R −→ R by
τX : a→ (a)λY ρX .
This notation is purposefully similar to the previously defined inner automor-
phism τd ∈ InnD. By Lemma 1.6 of [2] the map τX is an automorphism of
R.
We say an automorphism γ ∈ AutR is inner in case there exist maps
u, v : UE −→ R
such that for all e, f ∈ UE ,
u(e) ∈ (e)γRe, and v(f) ∈ fR(f)γ
and for all x ∈ eRf ,
(x)γ = u(e)xv(f).
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For such an inner automorphism we have
u(e)ve(e) = (e)γ and v(e)u(e) = e
for all e ∈ UE . We can now state an important and useful result (See Propo-
sition 1.7 of [2]).
Proposition 2.5. An automorphism γ ∈ AutR is inner if and only if γ = τX
for some X ∈ U(R).
For each ei ∈ E, its E-block is the set
E[ei] = {ej ∈ E| ej ∼ ei} = E ∩ S[ei]
of all idempotents of S equivalent to ei. We shall assume that each E-block is
ordered. If the set E[ei] is finite, there is a bijection
ω : E[ei]→ {1, . . . , |E[ei]|}
so that each element of E[ei] is labeled with a number between 1 and the
cardinality of E[ei]. If the set E[ei] is not finite, let ωei be a bijection of E[ei]
onto the first ordinal of cardinality of E[ei]. For each ei ∈ E set ωi(ei) to be
the least element of ωei(E[ei]) so that E = {ωi(ei)| ei ∈ E} is a complete set
of ∼-representatives.
For φ ∈ AutS, we have Eφ = E and E[ei]
φ = E[eφi ] for all ei ∈ E. We say
that φ is normal if
ω
e
φ
i
(eφi ) = ωi(ei)
for all ei ∈ E.
An automorphism γ ∈ AutR of the square-free ring R = Dαξ S is normal if
for each ei ∈ E,
(ei)γ ∈ E and ω(ei)γ((ei)γ) = ωi(ei).
For γ ∈ AutR, (UE)γ is an atomic set of local units for R with atoms (E)γ.
By the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt Theorem (see Theorem 12.6 of [4] and Lemma
1.8 of [2]), there is an inner automorphism τX ∈ InnR such that γτX is normal.
Now, as in the artinian case, we write a square-free ring R as Dαξ S for
some square-free semigroup S with idempotent set E, division ring D, and
normal (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D). All of the consequences from Section 2 of [7] can
be extended to square-free rings with local units. In particular, we have the
following.
Theorem 2.6. Let S be a square-free semigroup, and let [α, ξ], [β, ζ ] ∈
H2(S,D). Then
Dβζ S
∼= Dαξ S
if and only if there exists an automorphism φ ∈ Aut(S) such that
[β, ζ ] = [αφ, ξφ].
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Theorem 2.6 gives the means to determine when a square-free ring has a
related square-free algebra structure. If A = KζS is a square-free K-algebra
and D is some division ring with Cen(D) = K, then D ⊗K A is a square-free
ring. The division ring and square-free semigroup (respectively) ofR = D⊗KA
are easily seen to be isomorphic to D and S (respectively).
Any square-free ring R = Dαξ S isomorphic to a ring of the form D ⊗K A,
with A = KζS a square-free K-algebra, is called a square-free D-algebra.
We now have the following.
Corollary 2.7. Let S be a square-free semigroup with a set of idempotents E.
Let D be a division ring with Cen(D) = K and let (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D). Then
R = Dαξ S is a D-algebra if and only if [α, ξ] = [1, ζ ] for some ζ ∈ Z
2(S,K).
Proof. If [α, ξ] = [1, ζ ], then by Theorem 2.6, R = Dαξ S is isomorphic to
D1ζS = DζS. A straightforward check shows D ⊗K KζS
∼= DζS via the map
d⊗ ksij −→ dksij ,
and it follows that R is isomorphic to a D-algebra.
For the converse, let R = Dαξ S be a square-free ring, where (by Lemma 1.4)
(α, ξ) is normal, and suppose R is a square-free D-algebra. Then there is a
square-free K-algebra KζS, with ζ ∈ Z
2(S,K), and an isomorphism (written
as a right operator) γ : Dαξ S → D ⊗K KζS. For each ei ∈ E, (1 ⊗ ei)γ is a
primitive idempotent. So the set E ′ = {(1 ⊗ ei)γ | ei ∈ E} is a set of atoms
for R and γ : E → E ′ is a bijection with R(1⊗ ei)γ ∼= Rei for all ei ∈ E. By
Lemma 1.8 of [2], for each (1 ⊗ ei)γ, there is a summable set X ⊆ R and an
inner automorphism τX ∈ Aut(R) with
[(1⊗ ei)γ]τX = ei.
Assume without loss of generality that (1 ⊗ ei)γ = ei. Then for 1 ⊗ sij =
(1⊗ ei)(1⊗ sij)(1⊗ ej),
(1⊗ sij)γ = ei(1⊗ sij)γej ∈ eiRej = Dsij.
So for each sij ∈ S, there is a dij ∈ D such that
(1⊗ sij)γ = dijsij.
Also, since (d ⊗ ei)γ = (1 ⊗ ei)γ(d ⊗ ei)γ(d ⊗ ei)γ ∈ eiRei = Dei, for each
d ∈ D and ei ∈ E, there is an automorphism
µi : D → D
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with (d⊗ ei)γ = µi(d)ei. Then for sij · sjk = sik ∈ S
∗ we have
µi[ζ(sij, sjk)]diksik = (ζ(sij, sjk)⊗ ei)γ(1⊗ sik)γ
= [(ζ(sij, sjk)⊗ ei)(1⊗ sik)]γ
= [(1⊗ sij)(1⊗ sjk)]γ = (1⊗ sij)γ(1⊗ sjk)γ
= dijsijdjksjk = dijαij(djk)ξ(sij, sjk)sik.
Equating coefficient of sik gives
µi[ζ(sij, sjk)]dik = dijαij(djk)ξ(sij, sjk). (2.1)
For each dij ∈ D, let τij ∈ Aut(D) be the inner automorphism
τij(x) = dijxd
−1
ij .
For d ∈ D
dijsijµj(d) = dijsijµj(d)ej = (1⊗ sij)γ(d⊗ ej)γ
= (d⊗ sij)γ = (d⊗ ei)γ(1⊗ sij)γ = µi(d)dijsij
and
dijsijµj(d) = dijαij(µj(d))sij
= dijαij(µj(d))d
−1
ij dijsij = τij [αij(µj(d))]dijsij.
Now it follows that
µi(d) = τij [αij(µj(d))] (2.2)
for all d ∈ D. Note that for each i, the map µi is an element of F
0(S,Aut(D)).
Our selection of dij defines a map η ∈ F
1(S,D∗) such that
η(sij) = dij.
Hence, from Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 there is (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D) with
µi[ζ(sij, sjk)]η(sik) = η(sij)αij(η(sjk))ξ(sij, sjk)
and
µi ◦ µ
−1
j = τij ◦ αij .
where τij(x) = dijxd
−1
ij = η(sij)xη(sij)
−1. This shows that
(µ, η) ∗ (α, ξ) = (1, ζ) ∈ Z2(S,K).

In [3], the authors gave a description in terms of a solvable basis to determine
when a square-free artinian ring is a D-algebra. (See Theorem 4.8 of [3].) By
applying Theorem 2.7 to artinian rings, we now have a characterization in
cohomological terms of when a square-free ring R = Dαξ S is a D-algebra.
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3. The Automorphism Groups of Square-Free Rings
We now extend the results from [7] to square-free rings with local units.
Since much of the argument follows in the exact same way, when possible, we
will omit details and refer the interested reader to Section 3 of [7].
LetR be a square-free ring. By Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, we may assume
R = Dαξ S, where S is a square-free semigroup with idempotent set E, D is
the canonical division ring of R and (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D) is a normal 2-cocycle
that is trivial on all ∼-blocks of S. We will consider the outer automorphism
group
OutR = AutR/ InnR
of R, where Aut R is the group of all ring automorphisms and Inn R is the
normal subgroup of Aut R consisting of maps τX for summable X ⊆ R. As
in the previous sections, automorphisms of R and S will be written as right
operators. Automorphisms of D and of AutR will be written as left operators.
Finally, 1D and 1S, respectively, will each denote the identity automorphism
of the division ring D and the semigroup S. An unlabeled 1 will denote the
constant function to the multiplicative identity of D in either F 1(S,D) or
F 2(S,D).
Definition 3.1. Given (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D), a pair (µ, η) ∈ G(S,D) is called an
(α, ξ) 1-cocyle if
µi ◦ αij ◦ µ
−1
j = τη(sij ) ◦ αij (3.1)
for all sij ∈ S, and
µi[ξ(sij, sjk)] = η(sij)αij(η(sjk))ξ(sij, sjk)η(sij · sjk)
−1 (3.2)
for (sij , sjk) ∈ S
<2>. The set of all (α, ξ) 1-cocyles forms a subgroup of G(S,D)
and will be denoted by
Z1(α,ξ)(S,D) = {(µ, η) ∈ G(S,D)| (µ, η) is an (α, ξ) 1-cocycle}.
There is a group action ⋆ : F 0(S,D)× Z1(α,ξ)(S,D)→ Z
1
(α,ξ)(S,D) given by
ν ⋆ (µ, η) = (µˆ, ηˆ)
where
(µˆi)(d) = ν(ei)µi(d)ν(ei)
−1 and ηˆ(sij) = ν(ei)η(sij)αij(ν(ej)
−1)
for d ∈ D, sij ∈ S, ν ∈ F
0(S,D∗) and (µ, η) ∈ Z1(α,ξ)(S,D) .
Definition 3.2. The orbit of (1D, 1) under the action ⋆ is called the set of
(α, ξ) 1-coboundaries and denoted by
B1(α,ξ)(S,D) = {ν ⋆ (1D, 1)| ν ∈ F
0(S,D)}.
Observe that (µ, η) ∈ B1(α,ξ)(S,D) if and only if for each sij ∈ S
µi = τν(ei) and η(sij) = ν(ei)αij(ν(ej)
−1).
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A quick check shows B1(α,ξ)(S,D) is a normal subgroup of Z
1
(α,ξ)(S,D) for
any (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D).
Definition 3.3. We define the (α, ξ) 1-cohomology group of S with coefficients
units in D to be the factor group
H1(α,ξ)(S,D) = Z
1
(α,ξ)(S,D)/B
1
(α,ξ)(S,D).
For (µ, η) ∈ Z1(α,ξ)(S,D), let σµη : R→ R be the map defined by
(dsij)σµη = µi(d)η(sij)sij
for d ∈ D and sij ∈ S. By extending σµη to preserve addition and utiliz-
ing the defining properties of Z1(α,ξ)(S,D), one can verify that σµη is a ring
homomorphism. Then we have the following:
Lemma 3.4. The map
Λ : H1(α,ξ)(S,D)→ OutR
defined by
Λ : (B1(S,D))(µ, η)→ (InnR)σµη
for every (µ, η) ∈ Z1(α,ξ)(S,D) is a group monomorphism.
Proof. It is enough to show for (µ, η) ∈ Z1(α,ξ)(S,D) that (µ, η) ∈ B
1
(α,ξ)(S,D)
if and only if σµη ∈ Inn R. First suppose (µ, η) ∈ B
1
(α,ξ)(S,D). Then by
properties of B1(α,ξ)(S,D) there exists ν ∈ F
0(S,D) such that
µi(d) = τν(ei)(d)
and
η(s) = ν(ei)αs(ν(ej)
−1)
for d ∈ D and sij ∈ S. The set νE = {ν(ei)ei|ei ∈ E} is summable and
invertible. Since αei = αi = 1D, (νE)
−1 = {ν(ei)
−1ei| ei ∈ E}. Then for all
d ∈ D and sij ∈S,
(dsij)σµη = µi(d)η(sij)sij = τν(ei)(d)ν(ei)αs(ν(ej)
−1)sij
= τν(ei)(d)ν(ei)αs(ν(ej)
−1)sij
= ν(ei)dsijν(ej)
−1 = ν(ei)dei · sij · ν(ej)
−1ej
=
(∑
νE
)
ds
(∑
(νE)−1
)
= (ds)τνE
and it follows that σµη ∈ Inn R.
Now suppose σµη ∈ Inn R. Then for all d ∈ D
∗ = D \ {0} and sij ∈ S,
there exists a summable, invertible set X such that (dsij)σµη = (dsij)τX . By
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Lemma 1.9 of [2], we may assume that there exist dij, dˆij ∈ D for sij ∈ S
∗
with
X = {dijtij : tij ∈ S
∗} and Y = {dˆijtij : tij ∈ S
∗}.
Then for each d ∈ D and sij ∈ S
∗
(dsij)σµη = (dsij)τX ⇒ µi(d)η(sij)sij = (
∑
X)(dsij)(
∑
Y ). (3.3)
Setting d = 1 in Equation 3.3 and noting
η(sij)sij = η(sij)ei · sij · ej = ei(η(sij)sij)ej
gives
η(sij)sij = (
∑
X)sij(
∑
Y ) = ei
(∑
dijtij
)
ei · sij · fej
(∑
dˆijtij
)
ej .
Since S is square free, ei (
∑
dijtij) ei = diiei, ej
(∑
dˆijtij
)
ej = dˆjjej and
η(sij)sij = diisijdˆjj = diiαij(dˆjj)sij.
It follows that
η(sij) = dijαij(dˆjj). (3.4)
Since σµη ∈ Aut R we have (e
2
i )σµη = (ei)σµη(ei)σµη. So (ei)σµη = (ei)σµη(ei)σµη
and (ei)σµη = η(ei)ei implies
η(ei)ei = (η(ei)ei)(η(ei)ei)
= η(ei)αi(η(ei))e
2
i
= η(ei)η(ei)ei.
So η(ei) = 1 and setting sij = ei in Equation 3.4 gives
1 = diidˆii ⇒ dˆii = d
−1
ii .
Abbreviate dii = di and define ν ∈ F
0(S,D) by
ν(ei) = di
for ei ∈ E. By Equation 3.4
η(sij) = ν(ei)αij(ν(ej)
−1) (3.5)
and
µi(d)η(sij)sij = (
∑
X)(dsij)(
∑
Y )⇒ µi(d)diαij(d
−1
j )sij = didαij(d
−1
j )sij
from which
µi(d) = didd
−1
i = τν(ei)(d). (3.6)
It now follows from Equations 3.5 and 3.6 that (µ, η) ∈ B1(S,D). 
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Recall, an automorphism γ ∈ AutR of the square-free ring R = Dαξ S is
normal if for each ei ∈ E,
(ei)γ ∈ E and ω(ei)γ((ei)γ) = ωi(ei).
The set of normal automorphisms of R forms a subgroup of AutR, which we
denote by Aut0R.
Extending Lemma 2.2(a) of [7], for each γ ∈ Aut0R there is an automor-
phism φγ ∈ AutS
sφγ =
{
(ei)γ · S · (ej)γ, if s = ei · s · ej 6= θ
θ if s = θ.
Define Φ0 : Aut0R −→ Aut0 S by Φ0(γ) = φγ. We claim that InnR ∩
Aut0R ⊆ KerΦ0. Let X ∈ SumR be invertible with Y = X
−1. Assume that
τX ∈ Aut0R and let ei ∈ E. Since τX is normal, ej = (ei)τX ∈ E.
Set
y = ej((ei)λY ) and x = ((ei)ρX)ej.
Since (a)τX = (a)λY ρX we have yx = ej(ei)τXej = ej and xy = ei(ej)τY ei = ei
so that Rei ∼= Rej by Lemma 1.8 of [2]. Since τX is normal, it follows that
ei = ej and Φ0(τX) is the identity on E. Then for each sij ∈ S
∗,
(sij)Φ0[τX ] = ei · S · ej = sij
and Φ0(τX) = 1S. Next, let γ ∈ AutR. Then (UE)γ is an atomic set of local
units for R with atoms (E)γ. By the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt Theorem (see
Theorem 12.6 of [4] and Lemma 1.8 of [2]), there is τX ∈ InnR such that γτX
is normal. Therefore, there is a map
Φ : OutR −→ AutS
given by
Φ : (OutR)γ → φγ
for all γ ∈ Aut0R. A straightforward check shows that Φ is a group homo-
morphism. The same argument as in Lemma 3.7 of [7] now applies and we
have
1 −→ H1(α,ξ)(S,D)
Λ
−→ OutR
Φ
−→ AutS
an exact sequence.
Recall that Aut S acts on H2(S,D). For any element [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D), the
stabilizer of the element [α, ξ] ∈ H2(S,D) is the set
Stab[α,ξ](Aut S) = {φ ∈ Aut(S)| [α, ξ] = [α
φ, ξφ]}.
That is, φ ∈ Stab[α,ξ](Aut S) if and only if there exists an element (µ, η) ∈
G(S,D) such that
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µi ◦ αij ◦ µ
−1
j = τη(sij ) ◦ α
φ
ij (3.7)
and
µi[ξ(sij, sjk)] = η(sij)α
φ
ij(η(sjk))ξ
φ(sij, sjk)η(sij · sjk)
−1 (3.8)
for all sij · sjk ∈ S
∗.
The remaining arguments leading up to our main theorem now carry over,
essentially verbatim, from Section 3 of [7]. So we have the following.
Theorem 3.5. Let R = Dαξ S be a square-free ring with associated semigroup
S, division ring D and (α, ξ) ∈ Z2(S,D). The following sequence is exact:
1 −→ H1(α,ξ)(S,D)
Λ
−→ OutR
Φ
−→ Stab (α,ξ)(AutS) −→ 1.
If [α, ξ] = [1D, 1] ∈ H
2(S,D), then Stab (α,ξ)(AutS) = AutS and the following
sequence is exact:
1 −→ H1(α,ξ)(S,D)
Λ
−→ OutR
Φ
−→ AutS −→ 1.
Moreover, this last sequence splits, and so in this case OutR is isomorphic to
H1(α,ξ)(S,D)⋉AutS.
Proof. The details of this proof are now identical to those of Theorem 3.9 of
[7]. 
Applications of Theorem 3.5 to artinian rings can be found in [1] and[7].
In particular, the semigroup S of Example 3.12 in [7] can easily be adapted
to that of a (not necessarily finite) regular semigroup for a ring with local
units. From this example, and Corollary 2.7, we have a class of square-free
rings satisfying Theorem 3.5 not described in [2].
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